
Escape Power Sports Free Write Up 
How To: Change Atv or Dirt Bike Spark Plug 

Demo Machine: TRX450R 

When To: No Start, Low Power, Back-Firing, Rough Idle Issues 

 

Time Estimate: 2-3 Beers (40-60 Minutes) 

Parts Required: New NGK Spark Plug  

Tools Required: 

-Wrenches: 10mm 

-Sockets: 8mm,10mm, 5/8th’s Spark Plug Socket 

-Extensions: 3” That Fits Smaller Sockets, 10” for Spark Plug Socket 

-Ratchet Drivers for All Sockets and Extensions 

-Other: Flat Head Screw Driver, Magnet on Stick 

-Suggested: 10 Small Zip Lock Bags and Sharpie to Label Bolts 

Steps: (**If Necessary**) 

Remove Seat 

1. Remove Seat (Trx has latch under rear fender) 

2. Remove Rear Plastics** 

 (trx has to plastic push holes in front, 2 10mm bolts under seat, (x2 8mm bolts 

under rear fender behind foot pegs-1 per side-, and x2 10mm bolts under rear 

fender towards rear of machine) 

3. Remove Tank** 

 (trx has 4 bolts attached to front plastics x2 8mm x2 10mm, a 10mm bolt on 

each side-kind of behind front plastic so you will need a wrench, a triangle 



rubber piece covering a wire fastner on each side, OH YEAH AND DON’T 

FORGET FUEL LINE ) 

4. Remove Spark Plug Boot, and Then Spark Plug 

(trx is 5/8ths Socket) 

5. Install New Spark Plug (Hand Tight and Then ¼ Turn With Ratchet) and Re-

Install Spark Plug Boot 

6. Re-Install Tank** 

7. Re-Install Rear Plastics** 

8. Re-Install Seat 

9. Do Burnout** 

 

Notes/Tips:  

1. Label bolts in bags and put the bags with the parts as they come off. I also 

like to number the bags as I use them so when it comes time to put them 

back on I just start at highest number and work back to #1. 

2. Turn Fuel OFF First 

3. When removing spark plug boot carefully lift the entire base of the boot 

and don’t just pull on the wire as they are easy to rip off. If its stuck on 

there you can twist while you lift and that will usually break the suction. 

4. I like to use two hands to break spark plug loose. One just to hold extension 

straight, and other to rotate ratchet. This decreases chances of stripping 

spark plug. 

5. Good to thread spark plug in with extension by hand, as its easier to hold it 

completely straight avoiding cross threading it. Should thread in smoothly 

and easily by hand. 

6. Do a burnout to make sure new plug is firing correctly 

 


